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SA’s housing finance policy

Background: 1994 housing challenge

! Low levels of income (1994 Housing White
paper estimates)

! Duplicated and poorly targeted subsidies

! Lack of end-user finance
" Lack of appropriate retail lending capacity

" Reluctance of formal financial institutions to
lend in certain areas and to certain groups

! Socio-political and environmental
issues

" High expectations

" Lack of consumer protection

" Poor consumer education

" Low levels of household expenditure
dedicated to housing (est. 9% - Mayo)

" Limited perceptions of housing: especially
as an investment

" Non-payment

" Crime and violence

" Other issues, such as traditional tenure

8,3m100%Total
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0,98m
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3,30m
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11,8%
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39,7%

>R3501

R2500-R3500

R1500-R2500

R800-R1500

R0-R800

Number
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SA’s housing finance policy

Government policy: 1994 Housing White Paper

Stabilising the housing
environment

# Based on the Record of Understanding
and New Deal agreed to between the
government and the formal banking
sector

# Focused on political risk

# Established:

! Masakhane Campaign

! Mortgage Indemnity Fund

! Servcon & Thubelisha Homes

! NHBRC

# Goals:

! Resumption of lending by the
banks: est. 100 000 loans per
year

! Normalized environment in which
clients pay for services received

Mobilising credit

# Focused on commercial risk

# Involves various risk
sharing initiatives

# Established:

# NHFC and later
RHLF

# Nurcha

# SHF

# Goals:

# Increased number of
financial
intermediaries to
provide credit to low
income households

# Formal banks to come
back ‘down market’

Housing subsidies

# Focused on
affordability

# Established:

! Project-linked

! (Individual)

! Rental
(institutional)

! Self-build (PHP)

# Goals:

! 1 million in 5
years

! Linkage with
credit to enhance
affordability and
improve quality
(size) of housing
product
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“The Financial Sector Charter will add a
deep social dimension to the functioning
of our financial system. It goes to the
core of how the financial sector will
address the urgent need to make
business sense of a more sustainable,
inclusive and equitable future.

…… At the same time, measures
designed to achieve our  empowerment &
transformational goals must be
implemented in such a way that they do
not jeopardise ongoing financial stability”

(Extract from the Trevor Manuel
presentation to Financial Sector
Campaign Coalition 2005)

! First phase:
" 1 January 2004 - 31 December 2008

! Housing targets:
" R42bn for origination (R40bn for big 4 banks)

" R32bn for targeted investment (R30bn for big 4)

! Target market: R1500 - R7500 ($200 - $1000)

hh income (adjusted annually by CPIX)
" Estimated 4m households

" Banks estimate that about 800 000 - 1.1m qualify
for credit

! Products: mortgage / secured / unsecured /
wholesale / development
" Banks estimate about 250 000 loans for housing;

400 000 loans for home improvements

SA’s housing finance policy

2004 Financial Sector Charter
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! R9080+: Regular market (but limited stock at bottom end)

" R1810 – R9080 (from R1500 - R7500 in 2003, adjusted annually by CPIX) Financial Sector Charter target

$ Commitment by financial sector to invest R42bn by Dec 2008

$ Mortgages, pension-backed loans and unsecured / Developer finance,
wholesale finance

$ Unsubsidised, market rates: innovation is that banks agree to lend

! R3500 – R7000: Finance linked individual subsidy programme (FLISP)

$ Slowly being implemented, but problems – portion of ‘deposit’ required on
mortgage loan

$ Not applicable to other loan types (unsecured or pension-backed fully
guaranteed)

! R0 – R3500 hh income: Government housing subsidy

" 40m! house on 250m! plot of land – freehold tenure with sale restriction for 8 years

" R1500 – R3500 have to pay ‘deposit’ of R2479

" About 2,4m houses developed since 1995

" Waiting list is long: can be seven years

" Rental policy also, but delivery slow

R9080+

R0

R1500

R2500

R3500

R7500

R9080

SA’s housing finance policy

Summary of options
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SA’s housing finance policy

Market dynamics
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R43 000 ($5 733) @ 16%

R75 000 ($10 000) @ 16%

R194 000 ($26 000) @ 16%

R273 000 ($36 000) @ 15%
R410 000 ($55 000) @ 15%

Mortgage affordability

(15-16% over 20 years, 30% i2i)

Capital subsidy

FSC target

SA’s housing finance policy

Market dynamics
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Limited
delivery now
growing

Delivery at the
top end, rapid
price escalation

None specified
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9.7%
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% pop
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<R265 000 and
growing
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overcrowding
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overcrowding
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Rental

Est. 271 000
subsidised
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R43 000 +
land &

services
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Only subsidised
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R43 000 +
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services

Subsidised
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Programme

R2500
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services

State

R3500
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SA’s housing finance policy

Conclusions
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! Insufficient attention to the finance affordability of
low income households

! Need to support incremental housing
" Land

" Housing support services

" Political & administrative support

! Opportunity for the development of housing
microfinance

SA’s housing finance policy

Lessons for Africa
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13! 4.3% avg GDP growth annually over last 11 years

! Increasing inflation
Namibia

! Economic reforms since 1987

! 6.5% avg GDP growth annually over past 10 years

! Rising inflation (7.7% in 2006/7)

Uganda

! Wars 1969-74 and 1979-92

! 7.72% avg GDP growth annually 2002-2006

! Double-digit inflation (14.9% in April 2008)

Mozambique

! War and genocide ended early 1990’s

! 6% avg GDP growth annually over past 10 years

! Increasing inflation (currently above 10%)

Rwanda

! Independence in 1963; economic reforms in 2002

! From 1.4% annual GDP growth in 1997-2002, to 5-6% growth in recent years

! Increasing inflation (14.5% in 2006)

Kenya

! Economic reforms since 1994: growth focused strategy

! 3-5% avg GDP growth annually over past 10 years

! Increasing inflation (currently at 8.8%)

South Africa

! 6.5% avg GDP growth annually over past 10 years

! Gradually rising inflation (7.2 % in February 2007)
Botswana

! Independence in 1991; completed 5th yr Highly Indebted Poor Country programme

! 4.6% avg GDP growth annually over past 7 years

! Declining inflation (15.9% in 2005, down from a high of 30% in 2002)

Zambia

Housing finance in SSA
Macro economic contexts
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Sources:

Honohan (2007) Access to Finance in Africa

Bankable Frontier Associates (2007) Financial service access and usage in Southern and East Africa: What do FinscopeTM surveys tell us?

Housing finance in SSA

Access to financial services
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Source: Bankable Frontier Associates (2007) Financial service access and usage in Southern and East Africa: What do FinscopeTM surveys tell us?

Kenya, Uganda,
Tanzania,
Zambia

Botswana, Namibia,
South Africa

Housing finance in SSA

Access to financial services
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! Rwanda (Oyier, Ketley & Davis, forthcoming)

" “… of the 270 000 formally employed, only

around 50000 people earn above RWF1.2

million (US$2000) per month.  … the income

of the bulk of the population will fall below the

level where they can secure mortgage

financing in the formal market.”

! Mozambique (Allen and Johnsen,

forthcoming)

" “… a household would require a monthly net

salary of 48 000 MT ($1 900) to borrow $40

000 over a 20 year period to purchase a small

apartment in the less attractive areas of the

cement city of Maputo. … This is more than

the net basic salaries of a couple senior

doctors working for the national health

system.”

! South Africa (Rust, 2007)

" “within SA’s population of about 12.7 million

households, only about 2 million can afford to

…meet their needs in the housing market.”

! Zambia (Gardner, 2007):

" “Few self-employed people earn sufficient to

qualify for a home loan.  This leaves the 16%

of all Zambians that are formally employed

(2.2-million) as the potential market…  Of

these, 40% are currently un-banked.”

! Kenya (Alder and Mutero, 2007)

" “… less than 10% -- have traditionally

qualified for mortgage loans from HFIs,

with the majority ruled out by their low

incomes. Borrowers generally consist of

high net worth individuals..”

Housing finance in SSA

Housing affordability & finance
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Housing finance in SSA

Housing affordability & finance - Uganda
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Mortgage

GRN Loan

Savings

Inheritance

N$0 - N$1 500

183 000 households

N$1 501 - N$4 600

99 000 households

N$4 601 - N$10 500

59 000 households

N$10 501+

28 000 households

Household Income Segment

67%

66%

72%

38%
6%

6%

17%

26%

48%

9%

7%

4%

48%

10%
2%

7%

 

Housing finance in SSA

Housing affordability & finance - Namibia
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! Affordability gap includes, and is sometimes specific to, lower-middle
income households, as in South Africa, Botswana, Namibia, Mozambique

Housing finance in SSA

Housing affordability & finance

in Botswana
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! South Africa’s subsidy policy is unique

! Shift away from state-driven to state

facilitated housing delivery, to:
" Improve targeting: poorest were getting left out

" Realise sustainability: build long term private
sector capacity

" Achieve scale: state-driven delivery hopelessly
inadequate

! Key challenges:
" Cost of housing: land & building materials

" Facilitative environment: land & building material

" Roles and responsibilities of the players

! Policy in flux in most countries

Informal sector

dominates

! Informal occupation

and trade of plots,

shacks and houses

(SA, Mozambique)

! Overcrowding (SA,

Zambia, Namibia)

! Slum landlordism

(Kenya)

Housing finance in SSA

Housing policy
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The time is ripe for HMF…

Demand:

! Rapid urbanisation and population

growth

! Over 75% of Africa’s population

cannot access a mortgage

Supply:

! Investors are looking for targets

" Sub-prime fallout

" Emerging markets interest

" Bottom of the pyramid hypothesis

! Policy only accommodates “whole house” delivery

process

! Access to land difficult

! Government opinion of incremental processes is

tentative

! Materials costs are high

! Poor people aren’t necessarily good builders by nature

! HMF a new concept: lenders are few and far between

! Most HMFIs are small and informal

! Large scale MFIs lack housing focus

! Governments are focusing on mortgage lending

BUT delivery systems
inappropriate:

Housing finance in SSA

Conclusions



ConclusionsConclusions
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! A growing consensus that
alternatives must be found to
mortgage lending in Africa

! Housing Micro Finance is the
appropriate housing finance tool
for the poor

! Challenge is to gear this approach
to scale:

" Land

" Housing support services

" Political & administrative support

! … and data

! Housing finance sector country
studies

! Follow-up with country- or region-
specific studies or initiatives

" Zambia in process

! HMF workshop held in May 08

! Housing Finance in Africa web page

" Forthcoming: open source, hosted and
moderated by FinMark Trust

! Executive African Housing Finance
Programme

" November 2008 at Wits Business School

" In partnership with the Wharton School at
the University of Pennsylvania

" Supported by World Bank, IFC, and
FinMark Trust

So, FinMark Trust’s response:

Conclusions

Way forward
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Thank you!Thank you! Email: Kecia@iafrica.com

Tel: +27 83 785 4964 or +27 11 880 7694
Web: www.finmarktrust.org.za


